5D Ceci Cheung (2)
Drama Show ‘Beauty and the Beast’

You have a friend Terry, who lives in Canada. Usually, she does not go to the theatre, saying it is a waste
of time and money. Recently, you have seen a play called Beauty and the Beast and were very impressed
by it. Write a letter to Terry, explaining why you liked this play and suggesting that she should see it. In
your letter, concentrate on persuading her to see the play. Discuss at least three strong reasons why it is
worthwhile to do so.
Dear Terry,
How’s your life? I had watched a drama show called ‘Beauty and the Beast’ a few days ago in the
Hong Kong Cultural Centre. It is a great performance, and I know that you think it is time-consuming and
money wasting for watching drama show in the theatre. ‘Beauty and the Beast’ is an excellent drama and
I’m sure that you will have an unforgettable experience after watching ‘Beauty and the Beast’!
For watching drama, we can learn more English and it can also improve our spoken English. The
characters may say some difficult vocabulary items through the dialogue and we can learn more
vocabulary items during the drama show. Moreover, we can learn more colloquial expressions as the
actors and actress speak the dialogue smoothly.
Also, watching drama can be fun and entertaining. We can relax at that moment after a busy day. The
actors and actresses are interactive too. They will ask us some questions during the drama show and we
won’t feel bored.
Then, the actors and actresses are famous and professional. They won many prizes before and they
went to many countries to perform the drama show- ‘Beauty and the Beast’, for instance England,
America etc. Thus, they have many experiences for performance.
Added, we will have discount watching this drama show as we are students. For this cheaper price, go
and watch it!
Another reason that I like this drama is the costumes. The costumes are beautiful. And these beautiful
costumes are hand-made. It is amazing! They have the greatest make up as well.
‘Beauty and the Beast’ is really an excellent drama! We can learn many difficult vocabulary items and
colloquial expressions through the dialogue. The actors and actresses in this drama are famous and they
have authentic acting skill! And it has the attractive clothing and make-up. You may have an unforgettable
and remarkable experience after watching this drama. Maybe it will change your mind of watching drama.
Watching drama can be fun, go and enjoy it!
Best wishes,
Chris

